KenKarta: Battle of the Onoxmon

Vocabulary List
Chapter 2
Spawned- to produce offspring by a means other than giving live birth, often in large numbers by laying
many eggs at one time
Banished- to forbid and prevent someone or thing from returning to a place
Reclusive- withdrawn from the rest of the world, living apart for the rest
Progressive-to work for changes to be made over a period of time, not satisfied with doing things the
way they have always been done

Chapter 4
Diverse- very different or distinct from one another
Elongated- longer than it is wide. Longer or narrower than is normal or natural
Editorialize-to speak in depth on a subject while inserting one’s personal point of view
Sentinel- stands guard or over someone or something

Chapter 5
Embodiment – a physical thing that represents the best possible example of a particular idea, quality or
principle, especially a good one.

Chapter 6
Novice - somebody who is beginning or learning an activity and has acquired little skill in it
Pastoral- presenting an idealized image of rural life and nature
Eruptive- suddenly or violently burst out or into view
Entity- an object that holds the essence or character of something
Instinctually – to do something based on instinct, or a strong natural impulse
Diminutive- very small in size, often due to youth

Chapter 20
Reprieve - to provide somebody with temporary relief from something harmful, especially danger or
pain

Chapter 21
Cerulean – of a deep blue color

Extinguished- to put out something that is burning or giving off light

Chapter 24
Banter – lighthearted teasing or amusing remarks that are exchanged between people
Alter- change
Perception- an attitude or understanding based on what is observed or thought
Discreetness- good at keeping secrets

Chapter 26
Oppressive- imposing a harsh or cruel form of domination that is highly stressful and stifling

Chapter 27
Wreaked- to cause havoc or destruction by expressing anger, hatred, or another violent emotion

Chapter 28
Perverse- contrary to what is regarded as normal or reasonable, often for reasons that seem
unaccountable or self-defeating

Chapter 29
Exploit- to treat someone unfairly in order to get some benefit for yourself

Chapter 31
Prodigal son- wasteful with parental money and guidance, yet still highly thought of because they are
confident he will change for the better

Chapter 32
Hypochondriac- somebody who is unduly preoccupied with personal health and often fear they are sick
when in truth they are not

Chapter 33
Complied- to obey or conform to something such as a rule, law, regulation or wish

Chapter 36
Convergence- a coming together from different directions, especially a uniting or merging of different
groups

Chapter 37
Ilk- a kind or sort of person or thing

Chapter 41
Consciences - the sense of what is right and wrong that governs somebody's thoughts and actions,
urging him or her to do right rather than wrong

Chapter 47
Vacillated- to sway from side to side

Chapter 48
Descent- to go from the top to the bottom or to decline from something better to something worse
Tumultuous- noisy and unrestrained, involving great excitement, confusion, and emotional agitation
Eddied- a movement in a flowing stream of liquid or gas in which the current doubles back to form a
small whirl, to flow against the main current

